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Becoming a Human Electrode by Using 
Your Power Tripper™:
Become a Human Electrode and watch how sparks will literally fly 
between you and your partner with KinkLab’s® ElectroErotic® Power 
Tripper™ – an exciting accessory for the Neon Wand™ that electrifies 
your entire body! When the Power Tripper™ is worn next to your bare 
skin, gentle but incredibly stimulating electricity flows between you 
and your partner. Imagine caressing, kissing, touching, tickling, 
teasing, and tormenting your partner as they tingle every time any 
part of your body comes in contact with any part of theirs!

IMPORTANT:
Before your first use of the Power Tripper™, it is critical to read all of 
the Operating Instructions and Important Health and Safety Precautions 
to ensure you and your partner’s safety and fun. Please note that even 
if you’ve played with similar devices in the past, the Power Tripper™ will 
surprise and delight you with responses unmatched by designs that 
came before it, and that it’s precision requires proper handling.

WARNING:
The Power Tripper™ is to be used ONLY with the Neon Wand™or other 
products tuned for this device that are manufactured by KinkLab® or 
other Stockroom, Inc. brands. Other brands of solid–state generators 
such as violet wands that simulate a Tesla Coil or electric ray wands 
have been known to create feedback in the handset which can be 
very uncomfortable for the user. The Neon Wand™ and other similar 
devices manufactured by KinkLab® or other brands of Stockroom, 
Inc. are manufactured using innovative techniques which prevent this 
from happening.

You must be 18 years of age or older to purchase or play with this toy. 
KinkLab® is not responsible for any injuries that may occur from 
misuse or mishandling of the Power Tripper™ or if the Power Tripper™ is 
used with any other solid-state generator or electric ray wand. 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:

1. You and anyone you’re playing with should remove all metal 
worn next to the skin. This includes jewelry, piercings, watches, 
and clothing containing snaps, zippers, or other metal hardware. 

2. Make sure that the Neon Wand™ is switched off all the way.

3. Plug the Power Tripper™ into the socket of the Neon Wand™. 

4. Place the ergonomic body contact (the curved rectangular 
metal piece) of the Power Tripper™ flush tightly against your 
skin. Any gap between you and the body contact has the ability 
to create an uncomfortable feedback. Tip: A good place to wear 
it is inside the waistband of your underwear, against your hip.

5. Turn the power of the Neon Wand™ to just above the “ON” 
setting. If you hear a buzz, the intensity may be set too high 
for your first use with the Power Tripper™. Turn it back down 
to its lowest setting. To avoid an unpleasant or even painful 
experience, the intensity of your Neon Wand™ should be kept at 
an absolute minimum when using the Power Tripper™.

6. To check the intensity of the electricity, let your fingers linger just 
above your partner’s skin. Do not actually touch your partner as 
this will ground the electricity and a gap is required between 
you and your partner in order to create an arc of electricity. 

7. From here you can slightly adjust the power. However, we do 
not recommend going above the lowest setting as the Power 
Tripper™ is very conductive, and may cause uncomfortable and 
somewhat sharp feeling zaps.

8. Once the Power Tripper™ is secured and the intensity is set, 
the handset can be carefully set down where it will not roll or 
fall. Take care to also keep the cords of both the Wand and 
the Power Tripper™ from tangling or falling where they can be 
stepped on; tripped over; or twisted in between your bodies so 
that they don’t yank the body contact away from the wearer’s 
skin and create a painful sting.

continued on next page
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(continued)

9. When you are finished playing with or would like to reposition the 
Power Tripper™, turn the power all the way off before removing 
the body contact in order to avoid any unwanted shocks.  

10. To safely remove the Power Tripper™ from the Neon Wand™, 
grip the metal end below the cord, where the device is plugged 
into the handset, and pull firmly. To avoid electric shock, never 
pull the cord to detach the wand from the handset.

11. When you are completely finished using the Power Tripper™ 
and you have unplugged it from the Neon Wand™, unplug the 
Neon Wand™ from the wall and store them both in a dry place 
out of the reach of children. 

IMPORTANT HEALTH & SAFETY 
PRECAUTIONS:

•	 The Power Tripper™ is for adult use only. 

•	 DO NOT use the Power Tripper™ if you or anyone you are 
playing with is pregnant or has any heart conditions, including 
a pacemaker. 

•	 DO NOT use the Power Tripper™ with any other violet wand, 
violet ray wand, or solid-state device not manufactured by 
KinkLab® or other brands of Stockroom, Inc. 

•	 When using the Power Tripper™, never touch the eyes or 
eye area, or any part of the skin that is broken, inflamed, or 
otherwise not in healthy condition.

•	 The Power Tripper™ is for external use only.

•	 Do not use the Power Tripper™ to direct electricity at any one 
part of the body for longer than 10 seconds at a time. 

•	 To avoid stinging feedback or even burns, wear the Power 
Tripper™ only as directed. 
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•	 Never attempt to disassemble, modify, or repair your Power 
Tripper™ yourself. Any repairs should be done by a qualified 
professional to prevent voiding the warranty. (See the Warranty 
and Repairs section of this manual for details.)

•	 FIRE HAZARD: Always keep away from flammable material and 
liquids when using the Neon Wand™ with the Power Tripper™or 
other attachments, as the sparks generated can ignite them. 

Switch off and unplug your wand immediately and take off the Power 
Tripper™ if any of the following things occur: 

•	 The Neon Wand™ or the Power Tripper™ gets wet or comes in 
contact with water

•	 The handset begins to give off smoke, an unusual smell, or 
makes an unusual noise

•	 Any part of the Power Tripper™ or Neon Wand™ appear to be 
damaged in any way.

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO FIX THESE ISSUES YOURSELF. Please 
see our Repairs and Maintenance section for contact information. 

Let’s Get to the Fun Part!

Perfecting Your “Electric Touch”:

Once the Wand is turned on, linger your hands just above the skin 
and use light, caressing touches, rather than pressing down, for 
the best effect. Being close without actually touching – or at least, 
without touching too hard – allows the sparks to form between your 
skin and your partner’s, which is what creates the delicious tingling 
sensation that makes the Power Tripper™ so much fun! 
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Try tapping your partner’s skin with one finger, so that your finger 
lifts a little distance above their skin each time. Notice how the 
tingling stops when your finger rests directly on the skin, and grows 
stronger as it moves farther away. Varying the distance between 
yourself and your partner is a great way to manipulate the intensity 
of the sensations they experience! Touching someone in more than 
one place at once may ground you, so that you don’t experience 
the sparks. 

The smaller the point of contact, the more intense the sensation. 
When using the Power Tripper™, smaller points of contact (such as 
running just the tip of the tongue or a finger across another person’s 
skin) will focus the flow of current to produce a stronger, more 
pinpointed sensation. A larger point of contact (such as placing your 
entire palm on someone’s body) will spread the current out, so that 
the sensations are milder, and they may even become undetectable. 

Additional Ways to Wear the Power Tripper™:

Tuck the body contact into the top of a sock or stocking – any fitted 
elastic item of clothing will do; so long as it keeps the Power Tripper™ 
firmly against the skin, without allowing it to twist, slip, or fall away. 
Athletic wristbands or garters could even be used, if you don’t want 
to wear much at all. 

More Fun Tips & Tricks:

•	 The	Reverse	Method: This is one of the most popular methods 
of using the Power Tripper™! Have your partner (the person 
who is getting shocked) wear the body contact. You can shock 
them in the exact same way with your body and even with the 
same fun toys, such as pinwheels and tinsel floggers, as if 
you were the one wearing the body contact. This method also 
allows you to move around freely and not worry about cords 
getting in the way.
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•	 Blindfolds: A blindfold will increase the suspense as your 
partner awaits your touch, as well as protect their eyes. 

•	 Oils	 and	 Lotions: These can heighten the intensity of the 
sensations produced by the Power Tripper™.

•	 Oral	Electro-Sex: Combining the Power Tripper™ with oral sex 
is unforgettable! We suggest you combine full-contact oral – 
which will bring you directly together with your partner so no 
sparks will be generated, but still feel amazing – with moments 
where you pull away a little bit. This creates a tingle-producing 
gap between your hovering tongue or mouth and your partner’s 
most sensitive areas, and you can vary the sensation by moving 
closer or further away; changing positions; changing the size 
of the contact area; or making sparks for different lengths of 
time. Don’t forget a single point of contact works best – which 
means sparks won’t fly off your tongue if you’re holding onto 
your partner with your hands!

•	 Metal	Toys: If you are the Human Electrode, any conductive 
object you hold in your hand becomes electrified as well! 
This means you can use metallic items such as the Kinklab® 

Pinwheel on your partner’s skin, to create some interesting – 
and sometimes intense – sensations. Other items that can be 
used this way include metal or tinsel floggers; metal canes and 
paddles; and even metal household objects, such as a fork or 
spoon. Be very careful when using metal toys with the Power 
Tripper™. They can be too intense for some people, and even 
those who like them when they’re used correctly can be burned 
by too long an exposure, especially when the toys are small or 
have points.

•	 Adding	More	People: You can use the Power Tripper™ to 
transmit current through multiple people who are holding hands 
or otherwise touching over a significant surface area of their 
bodies. The intensity of the sensation decreases, though, 
as more people are added to the chain and the current is 
distributed across their combined area.
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Care & Cleaning:

•	 Gently clean the Power Tripper’s™ metal plates after each use 
with at least 75% rubbing alcohol.

•	 Do not turn the wand on until the alcohol is fully evaporated, as 
this could ignite the alcohol.

Limited Warranty:
 
KinkLab® warranties all defects in workmanship or materials arising 
under normal usage and care for a period of 12 months from the date 
of purchase. You must be able to provide proof of purchase in the form 
of a receipt specifying the item, date purchased, and cost of item. 
To register your warranty please visit:

http://www.kinklab.com/warranty/
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For Repairs or Maintenance: 

Please contact Kinklab® Customer Service via email 
or postal mail at one of the following addresses: 

Kinklab
2807 W Sunset Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
USA

service@kinklab.com

Phone: 1-213-484-3882

The manufacturer reserves the right to modify the information 
in this manual without notice.

©2012 Stockroom, Inc., 2807 W. Sunset Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90026
Sold as a novelty only. All rights reserved. Assembled in the U.S.A.


